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On September 5, 2006 I accompanied Paul Voelckers of MRV Architects on a visit to the Son-IHat Whale House and Totem Park in Kasaan. The intent of the visit was to do measured drawings and inspect the house and totem poles for condition in order to make recommendations on
their preservation and restoration.
My report covers:
1.
a brief history of Son-I-Hat Whale House and Totem Park,
2.
general condition of the house and, primarily, the poles,
3.
a brief history and condition of each pole,
4.
general recommendations for preservation treatment for the poles, and
5.
a list of historical references, preservation references and historical photographs.
Paul’s report focuses on the condition of the house, plus recommendations and cost estimates
for the restoration of the house.
1. History of Son-I-Hat Whale
House and Totem Park
“In 1880 Chief Son-I-Hat, a
Yadas chief, built Neyuwens
(great house) near Kasaan Bay
northwest of New Kasaan and
lived there with his family until
1915.” Kavilco/KHHF SonI-Hat had moved from Old
Kasaan. He brought with him
two house posts and a center
post, as well as the frontal pole.

Condition of Whale House c. 1914

Over the next 20 years the house gradually deteriorated. There
are photographs showing the deteriorated condition of the
house in the early to mid-1930s. The four corner posts, roof
beams and house posts, and some framing are all that were still
standing.
In 1938 the Civil(ian) Conservation Corps (CCC) employed local natives to rebuild Neyuwens, since it had not been occupied since the Chief left and had become badly deteriorated.
The walls and roof had caved in, but the basic timbers were
sound with little decay. The interior roof support houseposts remained.…Also remaining was the center post that
Chief Son-I-Hat had brought from his uncle’s house (in Old
Kasaan). Kavilco/KHHF

House Post c. 1935
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Linn Forrest was the U.S. Forest Service architect in charge of the research, redesign, and construction of three houses and totem parks during the late 1930s. He reported to Frank Heintzleman, the territory’s regional forester. These parks were Totem Bight near Ketchikan, Shakes
Island in Wrangell, and Whale House at New Kasaan. Totem poles were retrieved from various
village sites and most were set up in clusters. Poles were placed at New Kasaan, Saxman, Totem
Bight, Hydaburg, Klawock, Wrangell and Sitka. I had access to a copy of one of Forest’s 1938
letters written to Territorial Forrester Frank Heintzelman. It is included in the Appendix.
In 1938 - 1939 the Kasaan CCC program, under the supervision of C. R. (Ray?) Snow, moved
a number of poles from Old Kasaan to create the totem park near the Whale House in Kasaan.
Snow kept a diary of the work which detailed the “enrollees,” the hours they worked, and a
brief review of the work. (I had access to a copy of the diary which covered November 30,
1938 – March 31, 1939. The project had not concluded by his March 31, 1939 entry. I believe
the diary extends to June 30, 1939.) In addition, Snow took photographs and wrote reports
which he sent to his superiors, presumably in the U.S. Forest Service or the Civilian Conservation Corps. (These documents may be at the NARA archives in Anchorage.) I found copies of
photographs from this period in the Alaska State Museum 1992 Kasaan Totem Pole Survey file,
but I have not found where they were obtained from yet. The men cleared the land around the
Whale House, built a carving shed, and cleared and graveled the trail. Then they retrieved totem poles and grave markers from Old Kasaan, which were selected primarily by their condition,
with signed documents from the owners approving the move. These were barged or floated to
Kasaan and brought up the creek at high tide to the work area. Some of the poles were restored
while others were copied. The restored poles were adzed to remove the weathered surface
down to sound wood and re-carved. This often caused the pole’s lines and proportions to
change. Other poles, which were deemed too deteriorated, were copied and the originals disposed of in the woods. Still others were left in Old Kasaan.
Local men employed to work on this CCC project, and mentioned in Snow’s diary, included:
James Peele, head carver (& son of Sonihat)
Healy Jones Raymond Jones Robert Jones
Robert Young Donald Wallace Peter Jones
Jacob Thomas Donald Thomas Joseph Jones
I have found little photographic
or written documentation of the
Son-I-Hat Whale House and Totem Park from 1940 to 1966. In
1963 Ed Keithahn wrote Monuments in Cedar in which he mentions the Whale House at Kasaan.
In 1966 Adelaide de Menil documented the exterior and interior
of the house at New Kasaan with
a number of photographs. Some
of these images may be seen in
her book Out of the Silence, others
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at the Burke Museum web site.
A survey of the house and the poles can be found in a 1969 report, Totem Pole Survey of Southeastern Alaska by the Alaska State Museum. This report dedicates two pages to New Kasaan and
contributes some interesting information about the poles. It also briefly discusses the condition of
the house, excerpted here.
The houses at Totem Bight and New Kasaan could be given only limited inspections since the
only light available was daylight from the doors and smoke holes. In both cases there was ample
evidence of decay on the lower faces of the floor boards, particularly at the doorways of the
ground level floor. It was my impression that exposure of the lower flooring faces to the unvented
or inadequately vented space below was the primary cause of moisture build-up to a decay-supporting level. Some of the floor boards are reaching hazardous levels of decay and could break
through with foot traffic loading.

Dr. Clark continued
Although some flooring replacements will be necessary, most of the flooring could be saved by
prompt action in establishing a ground cover over the soil under the floor. Such action would
prevent soil moisture escape into the under-floor space and would further result in drying out the
framing timbers and flooring which is now decaying.
Deterioration is also quite evident at the post and beam ends where they extend through or
beyond the roof overhang. Practical control steps are available to prevent further deterioration.
The extended beam ends could be cleaned off or cut off to a point just under the roof edge and
the newly exposed, cleaned or cut surfaces, end-coated with an asphalt emulsion or other adequate sealing compound. The large upright corner posts could be similarly treated. The aim in
these procedures would be to obtain safely dry levels of wood moisture and thus limit further decay development and do it in a manner which would detract from the aesthetics of the structures.
Wall footings and headers were not inspected but thorough penta treatment of the whole structure with flooding applications generously applied at corners and other joint interfaces would be
a desirable step in preventative maintenance for these structures at this time. All exposed end
grain of house frame members should be end-coated after treating to refusal with a penta solution.

It is interesting to note the level of deterioration 37 years ago and compare it with the current
conditions in the house. Clark discusses in detail the Chief Shakes House in Wrangell and his
concern for its condition.
Wilson Duff, who worked on the previous report for the Alaska State Museum, served as Senior
Ethnologist for an interview with Walter Young Sr., William Burgess and Lydia Charles. These interviews were published in 1971 in Cultural Heritage Project – Report on Kasaan which I found
at the Alaska State Museum. There is discussion on the totem poles as related to the clan houses
in Old Kasaan. A more in depth review of this report could provide interesting information.
In 1981 Steve Wilke, et.al. compiled Cultural Resource Evaluation of the Old Kasaan Village Site
and New Kasaan Community House and Totem Park. I had access to pages 110 – 112 of this
rare report. In general he discusses the cultural significance of the site and the cultural perspecSon-I-Hat Report January 2007
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tives of people living in Kasaan. However, he dedicated a couple of paragraphs to the condition
of the Whale House.
Despite the lack of a rigorous maintenance program, the Whale House has fared remarkably well
since its construction over 40 years ago. At present some roof boards are missing, and in the
interior, flooring boards have been broken or removed, while others near the central fire pit have
been charred. Vandals have also removed or obliterated a small figure from one of the three
decorated house posts which support the roof beams at the north end of the house. At the time
of inspection, various kinds of refuse were scattered about the interior of the building.

Wilke also commented briefly on his opinion of the condition of the poles:
The various restored and replicated poles which were also erected by the CCC to form an adjacent totem park have also survived in reasonable condition. The poles, of course, continue
to weather, which is usually manifested by chipping and fading paint. Vandalism in the form of
gunshot damage was also in evidence on one of the poles.

The Alaska State Museum’s conservator, Helen Alten, did a condition survey of the poles and the
house in 1992, assisted by Louis Thompson and Mayor Wasserman. A copy of City of Kasaan
Totem Pole Survey was sent to Mayor Wasserman. In this report Alten gives a brief history of the
park and the status of each pole. This survey by a professional conservator is important in studying the condition of the poles today.
The house is in relatively good condition, but it is at a point where rapid deterioration could commence. Some of the boards inside are rotten, there are leaks from the roof, rain is blown in from
cracks in the walls, the ends of roof supports have moss on them and the proper left front support
is splitting in the center. Current iron hardware...is extremely corroded. Doors no longer close...
There is vegetation growing close to the building, especially at the back. There are two vent holes
at the front and two at the back of the building, some of these are blocked with debris, have
covers missing, and are in general need of repair. Near the front door, inside the building, is the
beak of one of the figures on the Frontal Totem Pole.

Anna Marie Strankman in 2003 completed her thesis Re-capturing a Legacy: In Search of the
Poles of Old Kasaan found in the University of Washington library. In this work she primarily
explores the history of the totem poles. One of her most valuable resources was the Viola Garfield collection held at the University of Washington. It was also apparent from Ms. Strankman’s
paper that the Wilke report may hold more relevant information than I had access to.
Strankman’s research indicates that “Sonihat fell heir to an uncle’s house south of Old Kasaan,
but decided instead to build a new house at the present location just west of New Kasaan.” The
frontal pole was also carved at this time. She states:
Garfield wrote about the house interior ‘...as was customary, Sonihat hired men of the Raven clan
to make the timbers for his home and to set the corner posts, put up the beams and put on the
siding and roof boards… The center pole inside the house belonged to Sonihat’s uncle; and was
brought to Kasaan by him after the uncle’s death as part of his heritage.

Strankman reports that when the CCC repaired the house “Garfield wrote that the interior house
posts were in good enough condition to be repaired, while the frontal pole and house timbers
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‘could not be repaired’ and the pole was copied and the house rebuilt.”
2. General Condition of the House and Poles
Briefly, the major cause of deterioration of the House and the Poles is their constant contact with
the moist ground. First appearances are deceptive. The condition identified by Joe Clark in
1969 and Helen Alten in 1992 has accelerated. Where Clark talks about the floor boards being
in danger of breaking, we now find several of the boards broken and others, particularly those
in contact with the ground, extremely decayed and fragile. Dr. Clark’s description of the corner
posts and lower wall timbers at Chief Shakes’ in 1969 closely resembles the conditions at the
Whale House today. The heavily decayed supporting timbers make the house the most vulnerable. When they collapse, the house will come down.
The totem poles are in varying stages of decay. The primary problem, as with the house, is
decay caused by being mounted in the ground, aggravated by plant and organic matter around
the bases. The base of the pole is constantly wet. As the wood rots it loses its structural integrity
and the pole is in danger of falling. When it falls it will likely shatter. However, in addition, the
porous nature of the end grains allows water to seep into the pole and provides a place for seeds
to take hold, encouraging organic matter to grow. Then the roots disrupt the surface and later
the interior of the poles.
3. History and Condition of Each Pole
There are nine poles outdoors. A 1969 Alaska State Museum report on totem poles in Southeastern Alaska included a short section on New Kasaan. They surveyed and reported on the
condition of the poles at that time. Apparently the next, more thorough, survey was done by
Helen Alten, Conservator, Alaska State Museum in 1992. Information on each pole has been
gleaned from the 1969 Alaska State Museum report, Kavilco/KHHF web site, the Snow diary,
Alten’s 1992 Condition Survey, personal inspection and miscellaneous photographs.
This diagram indicates the relative location of the House and the poles:
9. O - Skowl Pole
8. O - Bear/Bear Memorial Pole

I--------------------I
I o o o I
I
I
I
I
I--------- ---------I

7. O - Ha’u (East House) Pole
6. O - Flying Groundhog Potlatch Pole
5. O - Frog/Eagle Memorial Pole
4. O – Spencer Pole
2. O - Sitting Bear Grave Marker
3. O - Killer Whale Grave Figure

1. - O Sonihat Frontal Pole
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A. Outside Poles
1.

Sonihat Frontal Pole

This tall (50’) pole stands in front of the House, between the
House and the water. This pole was copied from the original,
carved new in 1939 by James Peele. A 1936(?) photograph
shows the original pole, listing slightly, in front of the House.
The original was buried 10’ in the ground according to the
Snow diary. The beak on the central bird or the original was
missing in 1936. C.R. Snow talks about searching for an appropriate tree for the Sonihat pole.
Alten comments that Louis Thompson recalls that the Forest
Service put a preservative on this pole in the 1960s. She notes
a central crack which appeared stable, the lower nose missing
(in the House). The pole was carved with a deeply hollowed
back and placed in sandy soil. There is little plant growth or
organic matter. These conditions appear to have helped as
there does not appear to be much rot at the base. The beak
is currently missing. The top of this pole also should be inspected
for deterioration.
2.

Frontal Pole, 2006

Sitting Bear Grave Marker

The 6’ tall Sitting Bear Grave Marker was moved from Old Kasaan Jan. 30, 1939 to the Whale
House site. It is a re carved original. “It stood over Peter Jones’ father’s grave and was located
inside a small grave house at the west end of the village.” Kavilco/KHHF. In 1992, Alten reported that one ear was loose with the inner edge missing. At some point a lead cap was placed on
its head. Alten notes that the vegetation was dense around the
base of the pole., and it lost both of its ears. Alten:
The empty ear slots appear on either side of the lead
cap. It appears to have been painted in the last 30
years. There is a ½” crack in the back of the head
which extends to the base. There is a large crack on the
proper left side of the face and under the chin making
the head very vulnerable. It is sited in an area with 6-8”
of vegetation around its base which is contributing to its
deterioration.
Currently both ears and cap are missing and the crack down
the face is severe. This Bear Grave Marker should have the
head cracks stabilized and a zinc cap placed on its head after
treatment. When stabilizing the cracks (and applying the cap),
allow for natural swelling and shrinking of the wood. A more
traditional paint application could be considered. After restoraSon-I-Hat Report January 2007
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tion, place on a raised perforated platform which allows drainage. A better preservation solution
is to bring it indoors or under cover. If brought indoors, allow 4-12 months of slow drying in an
outdoor covered location to prevent cracking.
3.

Killer Whale

This Killer Whale Grave figure is a CCC copy. The original which was sited on the top of a grave
house roof was discarded. The original was photographed on the grave house roof, and on the
beach in Old Kasaan and in 1940 in New Kasaan.
The whale, impaled on a upright log, with a driftwood fin inserted into a slot in its back shows
evidence of repair in the post. The back of the body has cracks, with moss growing out of the
cracks. The cracks extend along the proper
left side, across the teeth. Near the tail there
is a rotten spot which allow 3” of penetration
into the rotten wood. In 1992, in addition to
flaking paint, Alten notes:
Tourists and children sit on top of the
whale. There is quite a bit of graffiti on
this pole, on the top of the tail and on the
proper right side of the whale. There is a
large crack on the proper left side of the
Whale Pole, 2006 - Note fin and organic growth
tail fin. The fin is damp and feels slimy
from where it joins the body to the broader flatter section of the tail. This may be the beginning
of rot. The proper right side of the dorsal fin shows five gouges, four are big and one is small.
These might be from someone shooting at the pole...There is a large diagonal crack that runs the
length of the whale, starting from the nose.

The fin was loose in 1992, and missing in September, 2006, replaced with a piece of driftwood
wedged into the slot in the back of the whale. The Kavilco web site has an undated photograph
showing the Killer Whale, complete with a carved dorsal fin.
4.

Spencer Pole

Strankman provides the most complete
history on this 40’ pole.
In a paper entitled ‘White Man on a Totem Pole,’ Garfield
explains that the Spencer pole was raised by Kate Gamede,
a Kasaan woman of taas 7laanas (sic) clan, married to a
photographer from Victoria named Spencer…The pole
was put up as a memorial for her husband…The image of
Mr. Spencer appears at the top of the pole…Below appear
scroll patterns, Raven … carrying the moon in his mouth,
and black skin, the strong man, holding the sea lion. Garfield describes this last figure as one that ‘illustrates another
story familiar to the Haida and Tlingit, that of the weak
boy who trained and finally overcame all of his stronger
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relatives. His chief exploit was tearing a sealion in two to the consternation of his companions.
…The original Spencer pole has been repaired and now stands in New Kasaan. Garfield described the figure at the base of this pole with features only ‘roughed in without further attempt
to finish…’ The top figure of Spencer was replaced by a newly carved figure at the time of the
establishment of the New Kasaan Totem Park and Community House. Strankman p. 90.

This pole was taken down December 22, 1938 in Old Kasaan and barged to the new site. It
was adzed and re carved by James and David Peele. Snow, 1939.
In 1992, Alten comments that the support pole was rotting, the bolts corroded, and that seedlings were growing out of the pole. Alten also noted the moss and vegetation built up to the
rear of the pole, patches and chips. The Spencer pole is not buried in the ground but is attached to a back post. This is probably because the base of the pole was considered too deteriorated in 1939 to replace it in the ground. The back post has trees growing out of its top,
while the back post base is rotted to a 1” depth. It’s support is buried in a raised mound within
log cribbing. There is evidence of old repair near the base in a number of areas.
5.

Frog/Two Eagle Memorial Pole

A copy of one of two mortuary posts, called Two Eagle Memorial Pole by Garfield, the original
of this 15’ pole belonged to the Eagle Leg House in Old Kasaan.
The original pole with a frog carved on the front and two eagle figures at the top was apparently
burned...Garfield noted that a new pole was carved
due to the badly decayed original. She suspected
that the pole once had a copper shield attached to
its surface, although James Peele, who personally
remembers the pole, does not recall a copper shield.

Strankman p. 76.
Alten noted lots of vegetation around the base of the
pole, but the base seemed solid. She assumed the top
was rotten and could see moss on top. In September,
2006 the pole was located in an area with 12-18” of
plant growth around its base. These moist and organic
conditions have contributed to the decay. A pencil
could be inserted 2” into the base of the pole at the
ground indicating significant rot. A hemlock is growing
out of the flat top.
6.

Back Potlatch Ring (Flying Groundhog) Pole

This tall pole, about 40’, was recarved and the flying
groundhog was replaced with an eagle in 1939 (see
Photo). It is attached to a 25’ tall support pole by bolts.
In 1992 Alten noted the corroded bolts, old patches,
flaking paint and chips and holes. There is at least 6”of
soil and organic matter mounded around the base. The
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pole is assembled from two pieces; the top below the rings is attached with bolts. A hemlock is growing from the support post.
7.

Ha’u (East House) Pole

Strankman states: “According to Garfield, a man from the Tlingit village of Kake carved this pole, as the owners were of Tlingit descent
on their mother’s side. The pole belonged to the grandfather of
Sonihat who actually had the name East.” She comments that Garfield described the figures on the pole from the top as the ‘father of
us all,’ Raven, killer whale, and Raven with a human figure on front,
with Root on the bottom. Strankman reports that “Walter Young
worked on the restoration of the pole, which once belonged to his
father. The pole that now stands in the totem park at New Kasaan is
the repaired original pole.” Strankman, p.73-74.
A lead cap was placed on the top figure’s top hat and on the head of
Flying Groundhog, 2006
the central figure. It is bolted to a 10’ tall support post. In 1992 Alten identified insect flight holes near the base, worn end grains, and lost chips from the whale’s
tail, plus the ever present flaking paint. She noted the left side
was in poorer condition than the proper right, plus more comments. There is currently an area of loss on the proper right
side by the eyebrow.
8.

Memorial Pole with Bear at Base and Top

This copy of the original pole is about 20’ tall. It is not discussed in detail in the ASM report or in Strankman’s thesis.
Alten, 1992, notes the replacement of the belly and feet of
the lower bear, drilled and knot holes near the base, numerous cracks, and possible punky wood. She lists this as her
conservation priority 2.
My brief survey noted these
conditions plus holes (?) on the
proper left side near the base. A pencil could be inserted 1”
into the rotted wood in the back, although it does not have
much organic growth near its base. There is some vegetation
near the base and it is under heavy tree cover.

Ha’u Pole, 2006

9.

Skowl Pole

This pole is about 15 meters (50’) high, and was one of two
poles which stood in front of Chief Skowl’s Rib House is located on a hillside furthest from the House along the trail. When
the pole was moved to New Kasaan, the thunderbird figure at
the top was replaced and the surface was carved down to solid
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wood during the CCC restoration.
The carved figures below the rings appear the same for each pole – raven with the moon in its
beak…, raven holding his beak bent down in his hands…and at the base a bear, with cubs in
its mouth….The second pole that stood in front of Nahiwaq was raised by Skowal’s successors
K’itchskwa’as, ‘big copper shield that will always be in the way’, and G’u in 1889. This pole was
removed from the village and restored at New Kasaan.

Strankman p. 88
In 1992, fragments of the top eagle’s leg were found
on the ground, and old repairs noted. Alten had serious
concern about the condition of the iron bolts holding
the pole to the support. She listed this pole as conservation priority #1. Today this pole, on a hillside behind
the House, appears to have the top of the top eagle
figure pretty much rotted off and there is tree growth on
top, plus plant growth on the proper right side. There
is a back pole supporting the pole. Toward the base,
about 6’ up on the proper left side, are old repairs.

Composite Image of Skowl Pole, 2006
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B. Inside Posts

Whale House Interior, 2006

The three interior carved house posts are originals from Old Kasaan. These posts were not
recarved, apparently, during the CCC years, and are in original condition with only some repair.
Linn Forest, in his 1938 letter states
As noted on the plan there are three totems at the rear on the first floor level. The outer two
are alike in totemic design, each depicting the common whale and the ‘man of the sea’. Each
is approximately 12’6” high and carry the large horizontal adzed log…the building has always,
because of these totems been known as the ‘Whale House.’…The story of the central totem Mr.
Peel (sic) was unable to tell in English. After a lengthy discussion in Haida with some of the other
natives he said it was called the ‘Head House’ totem…

Strankman states that
The two corner posts made for the Whale House represent the story of gunaakadeet, the wealth
giver from under the sea…Raven and salt-water dog are identified by Garfield as two figures on
both the central interior post and the exterior frontal pole. Based on the similarity in details of
the carving, including the ‘wing tip scallops on the Raven’s lower jaw and wings, the face at the
end of the salt water dog’s tail surrounded by the same scalloped design and the Raven shown as
holding the dog’s face-tail’, Garfield attributes the frontal pole of this house to the same carver as
this central post.
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1.

Center House Post

This post is older than the two house posts on either side. According to Forest and Strankman, it was moved to the Whale
House when it was built in 1880. Strankman states “the center
pole inside the house belonged to Sonihat’s uncle; and was
brought to Kasaan by him after the uncle’s death as part of his
heritage.” It serves no structural purpose. In 1992 Alten noted
that the top of the head is missing from the central figure which
is facing downward. This was noted missing in 2006 and that
the beak on the lower face has
been reattached.

2. House Post
Center House Post, 2006
The post on the proper right
facing the center of the building. In 1992 Alten noted that the
nose of the small lowest figure is missing and that there was a
bad floorboard nearby. I noted a chip on the central figure and a
deep scratch in the front. The bottom of the whale face extends
below the floor
by 2-3”. It was
below the floor
surface in the
1935 photo of
the interior as
well.

3. House Post
The post on
the proper left
facing the center of the building. In 1992 Alten noted that the floor boards under this post
were depressed, suggesting that the supporting structure may be damaged. We raised the
floor boards and looked underneath to discover several
inches of what appeared to be sawdust and frass, and a
yellow fungal growth in the rotten wood of the base of the
pole. There was a chip in the central figure and shotgun
or insect exit holes in the front and holes in the support
post in the back.
Proper Right House Post, 2006

Detail of Base of Proper Left House Post, 2006
Note sawdust and fungal material
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4. General Recommendations for Preservation Treatment for the Poles
The care and preservation of the poles depends on the resources available. Some poles are in
critical need of being taken down and restored, and reinstalled. Others are more stable and
could be treated in place, some will need access by erecting scaffolding.
The bases of the poles are rotting because of poor drainage, and surface vegetation. Most of the
poles are placed directly into the ground while others have the support of a back post. Similarly,
the tops are rotting because of moisture and plant growth holding in the moisture and the roots
of the plants taking hold. All end grains are most vulnerable
to deterioration.
The following general recommendations will slow deterioration and have long term effects. These should be considered
maintenance solutions. After the initial effort, these activities
should be evaluated and a preventative maintenance program
established. Pruning and clearing vegetation will probably
be an annual activity, while washing the poles may take place
every 5-10 years. This ongoing maintenance will require
budgetary considerations.
1.
Clear vegetation away from poles. Remove mounded
organic matter from base of poles. Create a 3-5’ path around
each pole. This could be a flat surface or slightly sloped to
encourage drainage away from the base of the pole. Clear
away trees or prune branches that are shading and/or overhanging the poles.

12-18” Vegetation on
Flying Ground Hog Pole, 2006

2.
Dig a 1-2’ wide and 3’ deep well around each pole. Fill the well with pea gravel to about
3” below the pole’s surface (if it is not buried). The intent is to keep back the vegetation and
encourage better drainage at the base of the pole (or support pole) where the wood is deteriorating. Allow the water to drain out of the bottom of the pole. (Ultimately poles should be taken
down and reinstalled into deep holes filled with gravel 1-2’ below the bottom of the buried pole
for best drainage. The final decision on how to mount the poles may be to use a steel beam
which would be mounted in concrete.)
3.
Scrub all the poles to remove organic growth. Use brushes made of non-metal bristles.
These will range from small scrub-brush to toothbrush size. It may require using a small spatula
to remove the lichen and roots or rhizomes. Take care not to remove the paint or disrupt the
wood surface. This will require installing scaffolding around poles, or using a cherry picker to
reach the highest areas. Do not use a power washer. This will take about 1 week per pole, average, by two workers.
4. Collect all fragments and store in a safe place. Search for the missing ears, beaks, and fins,
etc. Label fragments by putting smaller pieces in zip lock or white garbage bags perforated with
ventilation holes, or by tying on labels, marking them as to which poles they belong to. These
pieces may be attached later, or could be the start of a study or display collection.
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Preservation Recommendations
Please re-read Helen Alten’s 1992 report and her recent email comments (see appendix). She
provides more in-depth recommendations than I am able to do in the scope of this report.
Make these reports available to conservators and carvers.
I am not aware of any treatment, if any, that has occurred in the past 13 years. At this point, I
would collect all the documentation on the park’s history (including obtaining historical photographs documenting the park, the house, and the poles, including Old Kasaan photographs) and
all documentation of preservation treatments of the Whale House and the poles since the CCC
project. When the poles were painted and repaired or any chemicals applied could be valuable
information. This information, clearly filed, will help decision making on proper future treatment. Interview local residents and follow up with additional contacts such as the U. S. Forest
Service.
Then, I recommend contacting Ellen Carrlee, the conservator at the Alaska State Museum, the
U. S. Forest Service, and Helen Alten for their recommendations on conservators and carvers
who are most familiar with the preservation of old totem poles. It will require a more thorough
evaluation of each pole to determine each pole’s structural integrity. The pole’s strength, or the
strength of its support pole, is obviously the most critical aspect of preservation. It will be necessary to establish a priority of treatment. Then a plan can be formulated about which poles to
be treated first and if it is to be a concentrated project or staggered over several years. The first
consideration should be safety of the poles, and secondly budgetary and staffing concerns. In
addition to staffing, treatment will require purchasing or renting scaffolding or a cherry picker,
pea gravel, possibly a back hoe, and equipment to take down and limb trees.
Specific Pole Recommendations
For each pole, take general and detailed documentation photographs before, during and after
treatment. Keep samples of original paint chips if repainting.
Make a written record of treatment for each pole and develop
a documentation file for each pole.
1. Sonihat Frontal Pole
Examine pole for structural integrity, giving special attention to
vertical crack. Discover and reattach beak. After cleaning apply zinc cap to top figure. Consider whether this pole should
be repainted.
2. Sitting Bear Grave Marker
Collect missing ear pieces, etc., reattach pieces and/or replace
losses, clean, repaint. Consider moving to a covered location.
If so, allow to dry slowly in covered outdoor location for 3-6
months before treatment.
Missing ears, cracks, lichen & moss
Sitting Bear Grave Marker, 2006
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3. Killerwhale Grave Figure
Find fin. Clean organic matter. Consider moving to a covered location. Allow to dry out. Reattach fin. Stabilize tail.
Repaint important parts.
4. Spencer Pole
Carefully examine the structural integrity of the pole and its
support pole and bolts. The support pole may need replacing or modifications. Clean and remove organic growth.
Use zinc cap for top of top figure. Repaint important parts.
5. Frog/Eagle Memorial Pole
Clean the pole and remove the seedlings and moss on the
top. Consider carving new double eagles for the top. This
pole has a lot of end grain exposed. After drying, add a zinc
cap. Repaint important, traditional area of frog.

Killer Whale-Note rotten spot, 2006

6. Back Potlatch Ring Flying Groundhog Pole
Remove seedlings and clean surface of pole. Assess condition and structural integrity of the pole
and its support pole and bolts. Repaint important features.
7. Ha’u (East House) Pole
Clean surface of pole, checking under caps and end grains.
Use zinc caps. Assess condition and structural integrity of
the pole and its support pole and bolts. Repaint important
features.
8. Bear Memorial Pole
Evaluate the condition of the top and the base of the pole.
Clean to remove organic growth. Place zinc cap on back of
top bear. Repaint important parts.
9. Skowl Pole (aka First Eagle Pole)
Helen Alten gives this pole conservation priority 1. She recommends that the eagle on top be removed and replaced,
keeping the old eagle and readhearing its pieces. The bolts
should be replaced. Remove the seedlings and clean the
pole. Assess the depth of deterioration in the pole and its
support. Repaint important features.
Corroded Bolts, 2006
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Notes:
Think about repainting poles in the traditional manner of painting only the “important” parts
of the poles: the eyes, mouth, joint markings, etc. with carefully selected, traditionally colored,
matt outdoor paint. See Linn Forrest’s 1938 letter for the CCC paints and use recommendations
of an established totem pole carver. An added plus is that the less paint there is on the pole, the
less repainting is necessary in future.
Cap the tops of the poles and some end grains to prevent water from entering the end grain.
The use of zinc caps also helps to prevent organic growth and does not cause staining like copper sometimes does. Be careful to allow for natural shrinking and swelling of the wood grain to
prevent stress cracking.
Inspect each pole for structural integrity. Many poles will probably need to be taken down and
a support pole or I beam placed in their backs. The steel I beam can the be placed in a concrete
reinforced hole with the base of the pole exposed 2-3” above the soil level to allow for drainage.
Helen Alten raises a good point about preservatives. Treatment with borates has been the most
common treatment for the past almost two decades. Borate is a nontoxic salt that migrates,
reaching moist areas where fungi and insects are active. One of its problems is that you have
to drill a hole to inject it and it leaches out of the wood in excessive moisture. So special precautions are required to cap the holes so they don’t become sources of rot, and to prevent the
chemical from washing out. (See Alten’s 2006 email in the Appendix.) Before that pentachlorophenol (penta) was the preferred treatment. I would consult several sources including the U.S.
Forest Service conservators and others recommended by the Alaska State Museum staff. I would
explore the visual results of the use of borates, and borates and water repellents. But in addition to visual results, of course the main purpose is the preservation of the wood itself. I have
included the U.S. Forest Service “Preservation Tech Notes #4” in the Appendix. By reading this
one understands the history and problems of totem pole preservation and the potential of some
treatments.
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